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To the Beloved of Jesus,

Sr. Mary Caritas Millan, CM
On her 100th birthday, the Community offered a thanksgiving Mass on
September 23, 2017, which was presided over by Rev. Fr. Renato
Cuadras and followed thereafter by a Te Deum. After the Eucharistic
celebration, the birthday celebrator was greeted with warm wishes,
hugs and kisses and was showered with lavish gifts. Sisters from
different communities, together with the caregivers, staged a
program under the canopy and lovingly entertained her with dances
and songs. Sr. Caritas responded with an Ilocano song.
Those present at this happy gathering were Captain Marjorie de AsisGregorios of Brgy Lopez Jaena Norte, Dr. Marian Celis, her
Pulmologist, and benefactors and friends like Margot Valderrama,
Puring Tan Guzman, Doris Salvador, and Ms. Delia Jarantilla, her
Kindergarten pupil and owner of Burgos Bakery, who used to give her cakes and siopao without eggs. Luz
and Combing, her former co-workers in the parish church, also came to wish her a happy birthday.
Indeed, Sr. Mary Caritas is one of the lucky few who turn a century old. She is a very special person, not
because she has lived 100 years, but because in good and bad times, trials or tribulations, she has always
been a loving presence and kind hand for everyone around her. Everybody loves her for the love, care and
wisdom she has shared generously every day for 100 years. Our praise and admiration go to her for all she
had accomplished during her early years as a pastoral worker in the parish, giving catechetical instructions
and teaching choral songs to children and adults alike. She even served as Sacristana mayor, in charge of
decorations, especially during Holy Week and Christmas.
Paradoxically, Sr. Mary Caritas kept on insisting that she was born on September 7, 1917 although her real
birthday falls on September 21, and so we celebrated her birthday twice.
Anyway, on that day three of her relatives from Abra, Ilocos Sur arrived to
greet her on this uniquely amazing occasion.
The communities of the Phil. Province and her close friends wished her
many more years of abundant happiness, good health and priceless
memory on her 100th birthday, an amazing milestone in itself. Certainly, Sr.
Mary Caritas deserved only the best!

Sr. Mary Cristina Dean, CM
Jesus Mary Community, La Paz, Iloilo City
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15th CMS National Assembly Bacolod
The Carmelite Missionaries Secular-Philippines were gathered together for its 15th National
Assembly last summer, April 28 to 30, 2018. It was held at CICM Mission Center Mary Shore in Talisay
City,
Negros
Occidental. The host
group, CMS-Bacolod,
painstakingly facilitated
well the venue and
other logistics. There
were
fifty
two
participants; seven (7)
Sisters and forty-five
(45) CMS including few
searchers.
The
celebration of the Holy
Eucharist
highlighted
the daily activities.
The theme of the assembly was
“Renewed CMS for the New Evangelization.”
This was in line with this year’s theme of the
Church about the New Evangelization which
was declared by Pope Francis. Sr. Gina
Pios, the CMS outgoing Councilor-incharge, gave a talk on New Evangelization
on the first day of the Assembly. At the
outset, she stressed on the meaning of the
word “renewed” in order to have a common
understanding of what we are invited for
which gird towards the call for new
evangelization. This was strengthened and
deepened by Sr. Gertita Tacuyan, CMS
Adviser of Dueñas, Iloilo, on her short talk on Servant Leadership in relation to nature. The participants
were led to reflect on their personal
evaluation by allowing them to discover
the authenticity of one’s eco-values
through bonding with nature and with
one another at Mambucal Resort. The
outing was intended to enter into the
process of opening the senses in order
to be renewed as Servant Leaders to
all God’s creation. The day was
capped by a dinner by the sea with a
super delicious meal and heartwarming
socialization with dancing and singing.
The Election of the New
National Steering Committee was done
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on the last day of the Assembly. The National CMS Coordinator, Ms. Luzenda T. Ledesma was re-elected
and the rest of the officers were coming from the three regions, Luzon, Visayas and Mindanao. It was well
represented. Then, the turn-over ceremony was followed. Sr. Gina Pios, CM bequeathed her responsibility
as Councilor in-charge to Sr. Loida Tortogo, CM since the former finished her term as Provincial Councilor.
In conclusion, the 3-day CMS assembly was truly blessed by the joyful and attentive participation of
each one; without their presence and cooperation all the activities were meaningless and unsuccessful. I
believe that all of them returned home renewed and took the challenge of being “New Evangelizers” in their
respective places in the best way they can.

“Ako… Vocation Animator!”
The theme for this year’s Vocation Coordinators’ and Animators’ Assembly centered on
claiming, proclaiming and empowering the Carmelite Missionaries Vocation Promoters in their
effort to reach out to the youth.
The four-day gathering held on August 24-27, 2018 at Carmelite Missionaries Center of
Spirituality, Tagaytay City has been made possible in response to the Provincial Chapter
Documents on Youth and Vocation, in order to “update our vocation ministry program so that it
will become responsive and relevant to the challenges of the present realities of the young.”
Sr. Rebecca Polinar, CM, the Council in charge of the Vocation Ministry, facilitated the
activities on the formulation of the
Sisters’
personal
mission
statements. Banking on the
premise that “people cannot find
their mission if they do not know
themselves,” Sr. Rebecca aided in
the ‘inventory of the personal
resources’ of the Sisters so that
they could come up with their
own mission statements, and
eventually name their passions
and the unique selling points that
they could bring to the youth, as
individuals and collectively as
ambassadors of the Congregation.
Moreover, Sr. Nona Marie
Parra, CM, the Guidance Counselor
of Mater Carmeli School – D. Tuazon, helped in the assessment of the testing materials – both the
psychometric tests and projective tests, given to possible candidates and participants for the
Annual Vocation Discernment Workshop. At the end of her sharing, the team was able to make a
matrix of the testing program, indicating who will administer and interpret the tests, and the
schedule when to administer them.
Furthermore, in order to better understand the young people at present, Sr. Ma. Socorro
Solatorio, CM, the new Vocation Coordinator in Southern Mindanao, gave an overview of the
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nature of the Generation Z, also known as the i-generation, net-gen, digital and mobile natives and
shared some possible approaches that could be employed to them. Despite the undeniable bulk of
the presence of this generation in the virtual world and in the social media, Sr. Ma. Socorro still
emphasized that the authenticity of the vocation could only take place in the context of
relationship, and urged everyone to still develop the face-to-face encounter with them, which
according to studies, they still long for 83% of the time.
Given the situation and the realities of the youth, the animators inspired by the text on
Isaiah 30:21, came up with a tag line for the whole year life direction program of the
Congregation, entitled, “Discover the Path”, which will allow the young people to discover the
course where the Lord is leading them. After the assembly, the vocation team composed of Sr.
Veneranda Ervite, CM, Sr. Genelyn Ruales, CM, Sr. Anggelina Novak, CM, Sr. Yuliana Mi, CM,
Sr. Susan Ninfa Timbal, CM, Sr. Ma. Socorro Solatorio, CM, Sr. Genevieve Gorriceta, CM, Sr.
Christine Ofel Espina, CM, Sr. Sandra Telogio, CM, Sr. Amelita Berso, CM, and Sr. Avon Grace
Honoridez CM, were finally empowered and ready for the challenges of the ministry, both as
vocation animators and youth evangelizers.

Sr. Genevieve Gorriceta, cm
Vocation Coordinator, Northern Mindanao

Awkward. Strange. Foreign. These are only few of the words I can describe upon leaving
away from home to stay in Mater Carmeli Ladies’ Home. Truly, getting acquainted with other
people is a normal course of life. After all, it is always bound to happen as there is always a space
for new people to fill in and take part in our lives. However, being a socially-awkward person, it
was a little bit hard for me to really know my co-dormers. It was like I was in a different place
where I got to know people who are different from me, given that all of us came from various cities
and were raised differently from each other.
Honestly, one of the reasons why I chose this dormitory was because it is just a walking
distance from my school. My parents also thought that the place is secure and can be a place
where I can focus more on my studies. That is why, at first, I thought that I would be getting along
only with my roommates and just purely live in a house and do the things on my own. However, I
was proved wrong, especially when we had our recollection last September 22-23, 2018 at
Barracuda Farm Resort in Patag, Silay City.
My roommates and I were really thrilled that time knowing that we could have a short break
from all the stress of studying and staying up all night doing our individual projects. It was like
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taking a breath of fresh air that we needed. Sadly, not all of the dormers came to attend since
some were not feeling well that time and others had classes. However, this did not hinder us to
push through this special event, most importantly for us dormers (student-residents) as well as the
sisters who were with us – Srs. Vilma, Virgie and Elai.
Upon arriving, we were all amazed at the beauty of the place. It was very peaceful and
quiet compared to the one we had in the metro city. We were all then asked to keep our phones
for us to really focus and to encounter each other during our recollection. At that time, I realized
that it is true that our gadgets can be a hindrance for us to know and interact with each other
when, having those cellphones with us, we can be prevented from truly being ‘present’ with one
another.
After that, Sr. Elai as our facilitator, oriented us about the purpose of our recollection and
gave an input on the things we should focus more in our lives, the reason for our existence and
the essential thing which gives
meaning to our life – our
relationship with God. For me,
it was really an experience of
enlightenment. I realized I was
too focused and driven by my
aspirations and dreams that I
forgot to reflect and relax and
see things in my life and where
I am at right now. It gave me a
time to know myself more and
stop worrying with the work I
have left behind.
We were all then tasked to be in small groups, we chose a picture from the given photos
which caught our attention and shared what it meant to us. I actually chose a picture of a group of
friends enjoying each other’s company. For me, it was suited to our situation that time because it
was really a day for us to be happy with the presence of each one. I also listened to some of my
dorm mate’s sharing and it was like I thought I knew them along those months we have been
seeing and knowing each other, but in reality, I only knew a little about them. The persons whom I
thought were always happy and jolly, were actually hurting and in pain deep inside. All the while, I
thought that they were okay and nothing is wrong with them but actually, it was a mask they wear
just to forget their problems and concerns in life.
Later that night, another activity allowed us to talk with our co-dormers personally and
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express our gratitude, appreciation or anything we wanted to say to each other. That was actually
one of the things I found quite hard for me. I always felt awkward telling someone anything about
them or them telling me something about myself. But during that time, it was like an eye-opener
for me. I never thought that people see me as a person they can come to and share with their
concerns and hardships in life. It was also an opportunity for me to open up to them on how I feel
about them, especially telling them how I found in them the persons I can talk to. That time, it felt
like a bridge was built among us and those awkward feelings towards each other disappeared and
we were like sisters in a family.
Most importantly, one of the things I am very happy and thankful about during that
recollection was that my connection with God was strengthened. I have reflected that most of the
time I was so worried about many things that are yet to come. I also realized that there were times
I have failed and forgot about Him, those times when all things is well and I was enjoying
successes, I felt sad about it. It was the time when I remembered that I should not overthink with
everything for there is Someone powerful and stronger controlling my life and planning for the best
of my future.
Comfortable. Enlightened. At peace. These are the feelings I can describe that I had after
our recollection. I got to know more and understand myself, my roommates, dorm mates and the
sisters. It felt different. It felt like I have a family living in a happy home.

Carlene Marie E. Nanagad
Student-Resident of Mater Carmeli Ladies Home – Bacolod

SCATTER THE SEED OF THE WORD
On September 17, 2018 at 7:00 PM, the fresh blowing wind accompanied our steps towards the
Basic Ecclesial Community (BEC) where our community belongs, the BEC of St. Peter. My heart burned
with Missionary spirit to share with our neighbors the love of God through His only Begotten Son, as this
great mystery was revealed in the Bible. It’s National Bible Month for the Church in Indonesia.
. It is a beautiful tradition in the whole Province of NTT, Indonesia, during the National Bible
Month, to gather together once a week to study, to reflect and to share the Word of God in each BEC
following the guide given by the Bible Commision of the Diocese. The burning spirit that filled my heart
when I left the convent suddenly turned into sadness when I saw very few people occupying the house
where the catechesis was to be held. I was not disappointed with this reality. God inspired me to realize that
the number of people is not the standard to proclaim the Word of God. Because He assures me through His
Word: “Where there are two or three gatherered in my name, I am present in their midst” (Matthew 18:20).
Indeed, the presence of few people is a good news that there are souls who are still longing for the Word of
God, like the deer that longs for running steams, the souls that yearn for the loving touch of God in their
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hearts by listening to His Word.
Well, we began the activity. The opening liturgy and the talk was well prepared and presented by Sr.
Elfrida Triyani Seran, CM, the assistant formator of the Aspirants. After the opening prayer, Sr. Triyani
presented a powerpoint on the general theme of the National Bible Month 2018 which is: “PROCLAIM
THE GOOD NEWS IN THE MIDST OF DIVERSITY.” The introduction given by Sr. Triyani seemed to
challenge me as a novice, a question arose in my mind: “Am I still enthusiastic to proclaim the Word of God
in the midst of today’s secularized world especially with the little kids who are the hope of the Church?” I
realized that God does not want my extraordinary ways of spreading His Word but through simple acts and
yet with great love as St. Therese of the Child Jesus says. I was touched by the statement of Sr. Triyani that
our preaching must be directed towards the glory of God and not our own glory so that God’s name may be
exalted everywhere.
In the said gathering, we discussed two topics, namely “PROCLAIM THE GOOD NEWS IN THE
MIDST OF POVERTY” with its Biblical foundation in the Gospel of Matthew (Mt. 14:13-21) which speaks
about the multiplication of the bread. And the second topic is: “PROCLAIM THE GOOD NEWS IN THE
MIDST OF CULTURAL DIVERSITY.” I was touched by the story of the multiplication of the bread. It
reflects the power of God, not only in the spiritual matters, but even in temporal things. I am assured that
Jesus cares for our needs. He provides for the needs of those who cry out sincerely for His love and mercy.
While in the second topic, I was invited to be grateful for the gift of cultures. It reveals the beauty of God’s
plan. It uplifted my pride of being raised up in an environment that is rich in culture. And yet, God wants me
to experience a richer reality of a diverse culture in the Carmelite Missionary family. I discovered along the
process that living together in community with diversity in many ways reveals to me the desire of our Father
Founder, Blessed Francisco Palau, to unite us as sisters journeying together towards the same goal as
Carmelite Missionaries. I realized that humility, sincerity, simplicity and faithfulness are the virtues that can
help me to proclaim God’s love in the midst of our differences in the community. I went home bringing
“bekal or pabaon” to live a meaningful community life. It is God’s gift to me for the National Bible Month
this year 2018.

Sr. Theresia Febriyanti Bifel, nCM
2nd year Novice, Blessed Francisco Palau Novitiate House - Indonesia

THE CROSS-OVER
Many things have taken place since we accepted the ‘come and see’ invitation of the Lord.
It is amazing how, in such a short span of time, a lot of self-discoveries came to light and selfissues were uncovered which we thought did not exist. The process was difficult for we found
ourselves confronting painful truths in our lives and even exposing our vulnerabilities, darkest
shadow & fears. Nevertheless, it was an endeavor worth taking because it is paving way for our
healing, liberation and wholeness.
The Lord is again calling us. This time, the invitation is to set out into deep waters. So on
September 8, 2018, on the occasion of the Blessed Virgin Mary’s nativity, we accepted with a
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resounding YES the move towards the Postulancy stage. Our hearts were filled with thanksgiving
to the Lord for such a wonderful blessing and this we celebrated in the Eucharist presided over by
our Parish Priest Rev. Fr. Gabriel Ma. A. Delfino of the Holy Trinity Parish. Not only were we
nourished by the body and blood of Christ, we also benefited from the wisdom of the Holy Spirit
speaking through Fr. Delfino’s homily about postulancy particularly the necessary dispositions.
The formal acceptance of our Postulancy stage was led by Sr. Rebecca ‘Becky’ Polinar – the
Provincial Superior’s appointed delegate. Sisters from the provincial council and from different
communities were also present making the celebration more memorable and meaningful. We, the
postulants, cannot help but be emotional during this event. We feel overwhelmed by the support of
the community and most especially by the Lord’s mercy for we know that despite our
unworthiness, he is granting us this privilege to follow and be closer to Him.
Like the Blessed Virgin Mary, it is our desire to serve as handmaids of the Lord –
conforming to His Will at all times, making ourselves totally available for His glory and forever
singing His praises full of gladness in our hearts. May the Lord grant us the grace to fall in love
with him daily and may the community continue to pray for us.

Margie R. Millora
Postulant

Celebrating the first CMS Family Day
We are really excited of having family day celebration. As Fr. Palau’s daughter that live in
communion as “Small Church” so we chose the theme “Fraternal Relationship.” This activity is
done on August 19 in St. Joseph Husband of Mary Community in Kagok-Semarang, Indonesia.
The participants in this family day were the CMS and the member of the Prayer Group. There
were 30 people plus the sisters from the two communities, the community of Saint Teresa of Avila
Dormitory and the community of Saint Joseph Husband of Mary.
The activities began at 8.00–8.30 in the morning, starting with registration and followed by
the Eucharistic Celebration presided by Father Sabinus Urbanus Oris Liko. In his homily he said
“in our life there are three important tables: first; Banquet table, means the center of this table is
Jesus himself and everybody come to him with one purpose which is to give thanks to one Lord.
And the result of our thanks giving we go to the next table which is the Dining table. Here in this
table we share with our brothers and sisters. We are filled with bodily needs or physical needs.
After strengthening our bodily needs now we moved to the next table which is Recreation table,
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here we share our happiness to others. It is very important because by the happiness that we gain
in our togetherness during recreation we re-gain new inspiration, new strength in order to continue
our mission that God has entrusted to each one of us. He ended his homily by asking that as we
continue the our mission that God has given us, let us be faithful to these thee tables.
Because the theme is about Fraternal Relationship so after the mass we continued with
snacks, then game and lunch together. Everybody enjoyed, we laughed and shared together.
Many thanks for the contributions of the various families either the CMS or the Prayer Group. We
have now five CMS and two candidate.
The activity was indeed successful because of the collaboration of each participant.

Sr. Aemilia “Lynn” Tea, CM
Semarang-Indonesia

Our First Ever
The Carmelite Missionary Secular (CMS) Semarang group held its first ever Family Day (FD) on
August 17, 2018 in Kagok, with the Carmelite Missionary community. Actually it was intended for
the CMS families but the CMS members are few so Family Day (FD) participants were extended to
the CMS sympathizers. In fact there were not many who participated maybe because the date of
the FD is the same with the celebration of the Republic of Indonesia’s Independence Day and there
were plenty of activities to commemorate the Independence Day. The program of the FD was
interesting, with various games and quizzes. There were 30 participants. Interestingly, there were
participants who invited their entire family of three generations, so there were grandmothers,
parents and children/grandchildren. The atmosphere was familiar, the sisters played in the game
with the laymen and their families. Jokes and laughters colored the whole program.
Games were only a means, intimacy was the goal. A moment of silence in prayer can bring us away
from the daily routine of busyness. For a moment we were playing like children, isn’t this
interesting? It refreshes our hearts and our psychic atmosphere. Even though for a moment, we let
the freshness of the atmosphere of excitement renew us before we face again the atmosphere of
work and busyness every day.
The presence of the children made it easy for adults to enter childhood again. And for the children,
the presence of the adult can provide meaningful memories for the journey of his life later.
Hopefully there are fruits of goodness that can be gleaned from them.
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Each family contributed provisions. There were various kind of food, a little of everything. The
involvement of everybody with the spirit of giving and sharing contributed to the success of the
event. Because the program was interesting, time was not felt when it was finished.
Thanks to the CM Sisters who have facilitated this event very well, full of love, sincerity and joy.

AY, Suyono Rahardjo, CMS

Cam Ta Chua…Cam Ta Cha Francisco…
(Thank Lord…Thank you, Fr. Francisco…)
My heart is filled with gratitude and thanksgiving for the gift of vocation to Missionary Carmel.
When I was a Junior and assigned in Vocation Ministry, I used to quote the very words of Fr.
Palau every time I had my vocation promotion campaign, which says, “To live in Carmel only one
thing is necessary, VOCATION.” It took me so long to understand and internalize the essence of
these words of Fr. Palau. Thanks for the on-going formation given at the Provincialate and
Generalate Level. It helped me to consolidate my mission experiences and identify it to the spirit
and charism of our Fr. Founder.
Truly, my vocation in Missionary Carmel is gift and infinitely beautiful. Since I am called to be
part of the mission of Christ to go forth and proclaim the Gospel of Love to the wounded members
of his mystical body, then I must let go of my own selfishness and be an agent of communion
wherever I am.
Being sent to Vietnam, a communist country (new foundation) is not easy. When I was told to
be sent here, my knees trembled but it was an inspiration from Fr. Palau that prompted me to say
“YES, I will go where the glory of God calls me.” I remembered how Fr. Palau responded to every
call of the moment. He was so sensitive and responsive in answering promptly the needs of the
Church--the object of his mission and his love.
We are now one year old in Ho Chi Minh City, the southern part of Vietnam and so many
beautiful things had happened. After having studied the Vietnamese language for 8 months we
started doing the vocation promotions to several places in Vietnam. And we have now several
girls coming over to our rented house to see our life. Nguyen Thi The, a 26 years old daring
young lady from Ha Tinh Province (North part of Vietnam), is now our aspirant after having been
observed our way of life for two months. She finally decided to join us and is now serious in
studying English, the Life of Blsd. Francisco Palau and she attended some of the modular classes
that would help her clarify and nourish her vocation.

Though we are only two here (Sr. Jane

Umbina and myself), but things run smoothly because of the support and prayers of the Filipino
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missionaries and friends assigned in Saigon and sisters within the congregation. Truly, I am
blessed by this gift of mission. It really made me become mature and responsible missionary
according to the spirit and charism of Fr. Palau --to be an agent of communion in the midst of the
Vietnamese people wounded by their own history. Though they may not be as beautiful and
lovable because by nature they are tricky, suspicious and ego-centered brought by their history,
yet there is a call for me to love them just like the way Fr. Palau loved the Church during his time.
For him the Church is immensely beautiful, because it possesses all the perfections and attributes
which form the image of God himself; it is the only object of love which can satisfy all the appetites
of the human heart and the intellectual and material vision of man.
I am not as good as Fr. Palau, despite my limitations, I am also called to do the same: To see
the Vietnamese people as infinitely beautiful, unblemished because they are made in God’s image
and likeness. This thought gradually helped me to see their beauty and goodness as children of
God. I am hopeful that the mission here in Vietnam would become fruitful because we are now
gradually sowing the seed of Carmelite-Palautian Vocation. Cam Ta Chua (thank you, Lord)
…cam ta Cha Francisco (thank you, Fr. Francisco) for all that has been!

Sr. Dodjie O. Gil, CM
Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam

“Home” Visit
Two blocks from our Provincial House was home to a girl named Christina. She was born on
December 25; her skin is covered with itch, rashes, and sores. She's turning 10 and she couldn't
read. She stays under the old tree by the street side of Bayuran with her siblings and step siblings
under the care of their grandmother.
They were lent a broken sidecar where
they put their meager belongings ready
to be pushed when traffic enforcers
come and drive them away. We went
to see her and her family for home
visitation. It wasn't a house we entered
into - we were welcomed into a
relationship; a community of God's
children hungry and thirsty for attention
and care. Although the material things we gave were barely enough to get them through the night,
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we stayed as much as we can to be one with them who are close to Jesus’ heart. Walking back
two blocks from what they consider “home”, we felt privileged to have met Christ in disguise.

MS3
St. Joseph Community, Madriñan, Q.C.

CMS-CEBU OUTREACH PROGRAM
July 29, 2018, Brgy. Cagsing, Ginatilan, Southern Cebu

6 to 11 years old (75 children)
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7 years old and
above. Maximum
of 60 persons.

40 years old and above
(maximum of 100 persons)
free reading eyeglasses were given.
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The activity was culminated by
the celebration of the Holy
Eucharist, officiated by Fr.
Rick Mamarlo.

Life is a gift from God;
God who is mercy and love;
Love that teaches us to live;

Live it in its fullness.

Embrace it with all its imperfections;
Proclaim it with the mystery of your person;
Surrender it to God with total freedom and
self sacrifice;
Enjoy it with God as the center, the master,
the creator, the composer and the All.

Nurture it with simplicity and humility;
Sing it with the beauty of your voice;
Dance it with the rhythm of your heart
Live it in faith, hope and love.

Prayer:
Convert me Lord that I may proclaim you
through my words, deeds and very life.
Help me with your grace that I may be your
heart today and every day. Amen.

Sr. Lazalee A. Fortes, cm
Mate Carmeli Community
Dingle, Iloilo
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(SANG GURU CINTA)

Poem dedicated in honor of St. Therese of the Child Jesus
Once upon a brilliant dawn (Di suatu pagi yang cerah)
The CREATOR scatters HIS love (Sang Pencipta menaburkan cinta)
Upon HIS beloved creation (Atas ciptaan yang dikasihi-Nya)
Like drops of morning dew (Laksana butiran-butiran embun)
Like cool gentle breeze (Bagaikan angin sepoi yang bertiup lembut)
It refreshes the soul of the earth (Yang menyegarkan jiwa bumi)
There blooms a tiny stalk of rose (Tumbuhlah setangkai mawar mungil di sana)
Magnificently radiates its beauty and love as its scent (Bermekar indah dan beraromakan cinta)

Its aroma reaches all corners of the world (Keharumannya menjangkau sudut-sudut dunia)

She is Therese, the Little Flower (Dialah Theresia, si Mawar mungil)
Who taught the world (Yang telah mengajarkan dunia)
The true meaning of LOVE (Arti cinta yang sesungguhnya)
Oh....Therese, Oh....Therese (Oh...Theresia, Oh...Theresia)
The scent of your love (Keharuman cintamu)
Eternally pondered by the heart of the world! (Tetap dikenang dalam jantung dunia!)

Srs. Ranty, Desi, Neldis and Febry
(Novices – Indonesia)
The winner in the poem composition
on the Feast of St. Therese
(October 1, 2018)
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Our dear Sisters, CMS, CMY, Families, Friends, and Benefactors,
Christmas is the birth of an “Emmanuel” – the “God with us” who is our constant strength in
weakness, our hope in despair, and our love in the experience of aloneness and rejection. May 2019
usher in the strength, hope and love we need to “go forth”, “to set out anew, to pass beyond what is
familiar, to the fringes and beyond for God is eternal newness.” (Gaudete Et Exsultate no.135)
Happy New Year and Happy Renewed Vigour to Love and to Serve!
May God bless us all.
Sr. Marigold Magbanua, cm
Sr. Rebecca Polinar, cm
Sr. Flordeliza Presquito, cm
Sr. Emily Corazon Bacani, cm
Sr. Elsie Ybera, cm
Sr. Anna Teresa Laura Rosalin, cm
Sr. Cynthia Calamba, cm
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